A YEAR OF IMPACT
STORYTELLING
Since 2008, thousands of donors have
funded documentary projects, programs
and impact campaigns through
Documentary Australia Foundation. This
has allowed us to support over 500
documentary projects, amplifying diverse
voices and building capacity in Australia’s
documentary sector.
Take a look at some of our highlights
from 2020:
Image: Firestarter - The Story of Bangarra

Donations have doubled with

over 2900 donations to
148 projects
Image: Wild Things

96 new documentaries
from our seven impact areas
were approved for fiscal
sponsorship
Image: 2040

Support for documentaries
has continued to grow since

26% increase
in donation value
2017 with a

Image: BLUE

"This is an ENORMOUSLY IMPORTANT ORGANISATION for the
filmmaking, philanthropy and film-going communities in Australia.
OFFERING A MEETING POINT FOR THESE VERY DISPARATE
COMMUNITIES. It also provides essential training for both
filmmakers and philanthropists on how to engage with each other. In
these increasingly difficult times of film funding, it's ONE OF THE
FEW BRIGHT LIGHTS”
- Documentary filmmaker

Image: Staging Post

Over 200 filmmakers
attended our workshops
and training.
Image: The Baulkham Hills African Ladies Troupe

We've grown our visibility!

100K unique web visitors
and an impact community of

10K subscribers

Image: The Seeds of Vandana Shiva

We are making headlines
with

50 media references

Image: Gayby Baby

We supported projects at all stages of production,
including 60 FINISHED PROJECTS that are already
making an impact.
Outreach
19%

Completed
9%

Post-Production
22%
Development
30%

Production
20%
Image: The Show Must Go On

We launched our

Indigenous Fellowship
with our first fellow

Tamara Whyte

Image: Tamara Whyte

We are developing and
supporting impact campaigns

seven projects in our
environmental incubator
of

Image: River

Throughout 2020 approved

reached millions
of viewers through a range
projects

of audience pathways
Image: Descent

Thank you for your ongoing support
Our work is only possible through our generous
community of donors and network of impact partners
who believe in the power of stories.

